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President: Jackie James
Secretary: Sandy Campbell

Vice President: Sue Keuhl
826-7914
Guild Treasurer: Dianne Cook 855-4929

824-1342
1-519-653-9851

Tuesday, March 9, 2004
Westwood United Church, Willow Rd., Guelph
6:45
Doors Open
7:15
Opening Remarks
7:30
Program
8:30
Break
8:45
Show and Share

Quilted wearables
Dyed fabric from workshop
Name tag
Fees for workshop
Coffee mug

Library books
Show and Share items
Block of the Month
Submissions for the April’s newsletter
Zehrs tapes
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Jackie James (824-1342)

Sue Keuhl ( 826-7914)

For those who attended the February meeting, I
hope you left with confidence that we are all artists in one form or another. As Kathy stated "we
sell ourselves short when it comes to our own personal accomplishments." As I reflect upon my
own quilting, sewing, painting or even redecorating, Kathy'
s words are quite true that "we are all
artisans."
In the upcoming weeks as we continue assisting
the program committee by stitching the flowers on
the "Garden of Hope" quilt, we can certainly
praise ourselves for being artists. Those who have
never participated in a quilting bee or assembled a
quilt with fellow guild members will find it very
gratifying. Others who are veterans will continue
to be enriched and fulfilled. I strongly encourage
everyone to participate in such a rewarding experience.
Never short change yourself, we are not here to
judge others, but to have a good time.

Jackie James
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Thank you for the opportunity to share some of
my thoughts about “Replenishing the Well: Quilting and Creativity” at the February meeting. If
you are interested in more information on creativity, you can go to www.womenfolk.com. Make
yourself a cup of tea and enjoy reading the articles
on the history of quilting, and the wonderful section on "Creativity and Living In Balance".
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Forget “ Jeopardy”,” “Wheel of Fortune” or “Who
Wants to be a Millionaire?” In honour of the 13th
Anniversary of the Royal City Quilters Guild, we
have invited founding members of our Guild to
show their most recent quilts and their first quilt.
The catch is, we won’t know the maker of the
quilts! We will have a suspenseful evening of trying to match the quilt with the quilt maker!
Prizes! Yes, there will be lots of prizes! Thirteen
prizes for thirteen great years of quilting together!
Who needs millions when you can have more fabric? Join us for this fun filled celebration!
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Do you have some? Get them out of the closet and
bring them to Guild night! We would like to salute our members’ workmanship by hosting a parade of quilted wearables. If you are shy about
being on stage, don’t worry! There is no need to
make a formal presentation. We invite you to be a
part of the fun and share your one of kind pieces.
If you have more than one item, we will help you
display them on stage.
%
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There is no denying it! If you attended Sharon
Beach’s Dyeing workshop in February, we would
like you to bring a few samples of your favourite
dyed material. We are hoping you will join us on
stage to show some of the wonderful creations
that came out of this workshop.

Royal City Quilters Guild
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by Barbara Jordan (837-0818)

What could be better than spending a February
night with your fellow fabric addicts listening to
amusing tales of quilting trials and tribulations?
Kathy Wagner’s talk on renewing the creative
well was entertaining and inspiring! Judging by
the comments and applause during show & share,
the message was received loud and clear. We are
all creative fabric/quilting artists. One source
Kathy mentioned was “Surface Design” magazine. We have Fall 2003 as well as Winter 2004
in the library. We are open 6:45 to 7:15 and for
10 minutes during the break on guild night. Come
see the inspiring items your library has to offer!
&
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Fast Fun & Easy Fabric Bowls
by Linda Johansen

Strips & Strings by Evelyn Sloppy

Cutting Curves from Straight
Pieces by Debbie Bowles

Threadplay by Libby Lehman

The Art of Classic Quiltmaking
by Harriet Hargrieve & Sharyn Craig
The Art of the Quilt
by Ruth Marler
as well as the following magazines:
Down Under Quilts Yearbook 2003
Australian Patchwork & Quilting Vol 18 No 12
Surface Design Winter 2004
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By Norah McGuire-MacLeod

A Forest of Quilts
Designs for Those Who
Love the Outdoors
by Terrie Kralik
ISBN 0-87349-553-5
Nature has always had a major influence on
quilters. Terrie Kralik brings the outdoors to
quilters by capturing some of the peaceful moments of nature for you in fabric. Terrie has compiled several different animal designs, mixed and
matched them with a variety of borders and filler
units to create many projects.
Terrie gives the quilter suggestions for fabric
choices. Most projects are shown in different colour combinations and arrangements. Specific direction for piecing the filler parts - checkerboard,
flying geese and half-square triangles are explained in the technique section.
Choose from bears, moose, elk, flowers, birds,
deer and many other animals and trees. Then using Terrie'
s techniques and tips rearrange them
into a quilt that fits your decor. Quilters of all
levels will enjoy reading A Forest of Quilts. Let
Terrie bring her enthusiasm of the outdoors and
quilting to your home.
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Remember May is National Quilt Month! If you
have a small quilt we can hang in the Guelph Public Library (Main and Bull Frog Branches) for the
month of May, please contact Marion Usborne at
the meeting or call her at 821-5445.
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Christine Whitehouse (837-0141)
Judy Rowan (824-5108)and Liz Honnegar (821-1718)
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As we celebrate our Anniversary in March, it is a good time to reflect on how we have grown, and how
we have streamlined the nomination process to meet the changes within the Guild. For several years,
the Past President and her committee phoned each and every member (in those days an average of 50
members). However as our membership continued to grow, reaching 185 in 2002, this became increasingly more time consuming and involved a considerable amount of telephone tag. As wonderful as it
would be to continue this personal approach, the fact that many members work or have busy schedules
makes it somewhat impossible.
For the past couple of years a revised system has been in place, one that seems to have work effectively... with your help of course. Each year information regarding nominations is published in the February newsletter. All members are made aware that nominations are open and brief descriptions are
given of all the positions. At the March and April general meetings, sign up boards are passed around.
This allows you the opportunity to share your skills and talents with the Guild by adding your name to a
committee of your choice.
Why volunteer? Well, there are many rewards in joining a committee. It’s an opportunity to get to
know other quilting enthusiasts on a more personal level, form new friendships, learn more about quilting (because quilters love to share information about their passion), contribute to the bigger picture of
the Guild and be on the inside track of Guild developments. In sharing your skills, you will give a
fresh approach to present positions and contribute new ideas which will help strengthen the Guild.
I encourage you to consider volunteering for a position on the executive or to join one of the committees. As we go to print the positions of Workshop Convener and Social Convener need to be filled and
volunteers for various committees are needed. Please see the February newsletter for descriptions of
these positions. If you are interested or require more information feel free to contact me, or speak to me
at the meeting.
Don’t forget to bring your pens and enthusiasm to the meeting, and be ready to sign up when the boards
are passed around at the meeting.

Christine Whitehouse
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Only a Quilter

by Tom and Madge Powis
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Only a Quilter would spend hours sewing several
hundreds of buttons on a quilt to embellish it, but
wouldn’t take five minutes to replace a button on a
pair of pants.

Question: I don’t know much about quilting.
Can I still volunteer to serve on the Executive?

Only a Quilter would give the gift of a wedding quilt
two months after the birth of the couple’s second
child.

Answer: Positively YES. If you are an organized person, a team player with people skills,
then you are an excellent candidate for a role on
the executive. Members of your committee, as
well as other executive members are there to assist you with ideas and information.

Only a Quilter would put hundreds of dollars worth
of fabric into her stash because she might find a use
for it sometime, but wouldn’t replace a 50-cent needle on her sewing machine.

Question: What sort of time commitment is required?
Answer: It depends. Some committees require
less time and energy than others. We will match
your skills and time to an available job.
Question: How often does the Executive meet?
Answer: Once a month, on the third Tuesday of
each month with the exception of December,
June, and July. Meetings start promptly at 7:00
and finish at 9:30 or sooner.
Question: Would I have to attend every meeting?
Answer: We are encouraging all committees to
have co- chairs, so if you unable to attend they
can step in for you. Committee members are also
a reliable source to draw upon.
Question: Is it necessary to any public speaking?
Answer: Only if you want your five minutes of
time in the limelight.

Only a Quilter would let three later-arriving patients
go ahead of her at the doctor’s office because she is
on the verge of completing a block.
Only a Quilter would rush to finish a gift quilt. Not
so it’s done in time for the recipient’s birthday, but
so it’s done in time for Show and Share.
Only a Quilter would make a special quilt to give to
her son, who would then have to attend quilt shows
just to see it.
Only a Quilter would use freezer paper in the production of something to keep someone warm.
Only a Quilter has a welcome mat at the door to her
home and an “Enter at Your Own Risk” sign on the
door of her sewing room.
Only a Quilter invites everyone to see her sewing
room, then says, “Don’t look at the mess.”
Only a Quilter says, “I really don’t need another project,” then offers to make a quilt for a friend.
Only a Quilter will buy more than she’ll ever need of
one fabric for her stash, but slightly less than is
needed of another fabric to complete a project.
Only a Quilter would give a quilt book to the guild
auction then bid on it to get it back.
Only a Quilter would drive 40 miles in a hurricane to
attend a quilt show, but call out to have her dinner
delivered because it is drizzling.
Only a Quilter'
s family would put up with, understand and love a quilter.
Submitted by Evelyn Lane
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A bit of history…
This month marks the 13th anniversary of our Guild. How we have grown since our humble beginnings! In
February 1991, our original founding member , Evelyn Lane, put up signs in fabric stores, grocery stores, malls
and libraries, and placed ads in two local newspapers advertising for interested quilters to meet and discuss the
idea of starting a guild in Guelph. Evelyn recalls, “when I moved to Guelph in October of ‘89, I was a newly
retired geography teacher and anxious to devote more time to quilting”. She was hoping for 6 people to call as
this was the minimum number the CQA info sheet seemed to feel necessary to begin a Guild. Needless to say,
Evelyn was delighted when twenty people called to express an interest. These people met for the first time in
Evelyn’s living room on March 12, 1991. Many of these original founding members are still members of the
guild. As our thirteenth anniversary approaches we have swelled to 171 members.

Looking back at this past year..
As we celebrate our thirteenth anniversary, let us reflect on the many highlights of the past year.
In February of 2003, our guild donated a beautiful Crazy Quilt to Marianne’s Place. The blocks were pieced by
the program committee and helpers and then decorated by all who attended the November 2003 meeting.
In April of 2003, the workshop committee held its second weekend retreat at Crieff. It was an incredible weekend of learning, laughter, and friendship.
“A Gathering of Quilts” took place on June 14th and 15th, 2003 and was well received by both our Guild members and the visitors to the show. Under the guidance and dedication of co-chairs, Susan Harrington and Susan
Shavo, this show was a wonderful success.
In September of 2003, Sue Keuhl and her committee organized special interest groups for Guild members.
New and experienced quilters were invited to join Tinners, Border Patrol, and Block Buddies. A Quilt Bee
was organized and over 30 quilters gathered to cut and piece donated fabric into colourful lap quilts for wheelchair seniors in Guelph .
The December Bake and Deli Sale, with delicious homemade squares, cookies, and preserves was expanded
this year to include, handcrafted pin cushions, books and fabric. All these items disappeared quickly with the
proceeds going to the library. Barbara Jordan, our librarian, continues to add new books each month - check
them out!
Maureen Kay and her committee continue to bring us the exciting and informative programs we have become
accustomed to having at our meetings. Present and past program committees have ensured that the guild continues to reach out to our community by bringing us donation projects such as the Garden of Hope Quilt for
Homewood, and the Crazy Quilt for Marianne’s Place.
Kay Valeriote and Lana Phillips and their workshop committee also bring us interesting and varied workshops.
A terrific way to rejuvenate creativity and make new friends. Guild instructors and outside instructors create
warm and friendly learning experiences.
We hope this year you will continue to enjoy being part of the Royal City Quilters Guild. Be sure to visit the
Anniversary table this month at the meeting. Our Archives will be on display and duplicate photos will be set
out - find your photo and take it home for your own photo album.

Joanne Ariss
Guild Historian
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Sue Keuhl ( 826-7914)
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The next round of the Border Patrol begins at the
March Guild Meeting! Kathy Wagner will be
your host this time! This invitation is open to all
those who have a 12” block (or smaller) prepared
for the first exchange during Guild night. For this
round of Border Patrol, we are suggesting that
your centre block have a spring floral theme. In
Round Robin tradition, your block will be circulated to two other participants with exchanges
made over the next two Guild meeting. Each person will add a border onto your work. You will
also have the challenge of secretly working on
two other people’s block. The end results, revealed in June, will be beautiful, original works
of art, lovingly made by your fellow Guild members. This is a great way to add zest to your quilting while expanding your skills and imagination.
Please note: adhesives or raw edges are not permitted on the centre blocks or borders. To enter
the Border Patrol series, please bring your block,
at least one fat quarter of coordinating fabric and
possibly a note about your block and where you
intend to display the final project. Look for the
sign up area where Kathy Wagner will gladly
accept your block and provide further instructions.
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Block Buddies and the Tinners are progressing
nicely. We look forward to seeing the finished
products in June!
A reception was held on February 23rd for the first
round of the Border Patrol. Thank you to Maureen

Kay for hosting this gathering; we were gratefully
spoiled by your warm hospitality. Thank you to
Christine Whitehouse and Cindy Schwan for creating the labels for participants to sign. They will
add a very special touch to our treasured quilts.
And finally, to everyone who participated in our
first round of the Border Patrol, thank you! I
know we will have fond memories when we pull
out our quilts next year during the holiday season.
Best of all, they are original, one of a kind creations!
.
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All the finished quilts have now found permanent
homes! The lap quilts made on our November 1st
Quilt Bee day have been distributed to the following care facilities: Eden House, Meadowcroft
Place, The Elliot Place and St. Joseph’s Hospital.
Once again, thank you to all who participated and
helped plan the wonderful quilt bee we had last
fall. Please stop by the table near the back of the
room on Guild night. There will be photos for all
participants to take home as a reminder of the fun
and friendship. We also appreciate the behind the
scenes work by those members who attached the
backing and completed the final quilting after
Quilt Bee day. Your efforts at the end of this project helped ensure the completed quilts were a reality and available during the cold winter months
of 2004! Everyone’s combined efforts made this
project a success!
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Don’t miss out on another terrific workshop…

Create new interest in your quilt designs by including your own photographs. Learn how to do
iron-on transfers.
March 20, 2004

Cost: $35

All levels
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By Evelyn Lane (763-4682)

First of all - my apologies to Guild member Norah McGuire-MacLeod! The participation prizes at the
December meeting were from her shop SEW LITTLE TIME in Cambridge. We do sincerely appreciate
the donation and are truly sorry for the mix-up.
As usual, the February blocks were lovely and many sported pretty Valentine fabrics. It was certainly Pat
Welwood'
s night; she made 3 blocks and won on every one of them.
This committee'
s second year is quickly coming to an end. It has been great fun but it is time for new
blood and fresh ideas. It is not an executive position so you do not need to attend the monthly Executive
meetings; in fact we only had one committee meeting each year. So if you are harboring some ideas and
want to have some fun please let Christine Whitehouse know soon.

To Paper Piece the Floral Star
1. Trace or copy four of the pattern.
2. Trim leaving a 1/4” seam allowance around all
sides of each section.
3. Make four of section A and four of section B.
4. Stitch on stitching lines, using the colours suggested or your choice of colours
5. Sew sections A and B together. Sew both halves
together matching joins.

Section A and B sewn together. Make four of
these to complete the block
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Finished Block will look like this.
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Colour Legend (suggestions only)
C-1 Yellow (Y)
C-3 Purple (Pu)
C-5 Greens (G)

C-2 Medium Blue (B)
C-4 Pink (Pi)
C -6 Background or ivory (I)
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The Quilt Gallery
1441 King St. St Jacobs,
Country Mill, 3rd Floor
March - mid April 2004
Resident Artist: Joan Hug Valeriote
Hours: M-Sat 10-6, Sun Noon-5 pm
Waterloo County & Area Quilt Festival
1-888-804-7909 or www.quiltcapitalfestival.com
Quilt Fever 2004 : Etobicoke Quilter’s Guild Show
March 26 - 8, 2004.
56 Neilson Drive, Toronto, Ontario
Fri 10-8pm, Sat 10-6pm, Sun 10-4pm
www.etobicokequiltersguild.com
Admission $4.00
Country Classics Quilt Show
Binbrook United Church Women and Quilting Friends
Friday April 2, and Saturday April 3, 2004
Binbrook United Church
2617 Binbrook Road,
Binbrook, Ontario
Open 10 am - 4:30 pm daily
Contact Sue Swayze 905-692-4243
Pieceful Dreams Quilt Show
Niagara Heritage Quilter’s Guild
April 30th - May 2nd, 2004
Fri/Sat 10-6pm, Sun 10-4pm
Merritton Community Centre
7 Park St., St. Catherines, On
Symphony of Quilts
Halton Hills Quilters Guild Quilt Show
May 1, 2004 10am - 5 pm
May 2, 2004 10 am - 4 pm
Acton Community Centre/Arena
415 Queen St. (Hwy.7), Acton
Call 1-905-877-6038
Waterloo Quilt Festival:
9th Annual Juried Quilt Show
May 20 - 30, 2004
Deadline for Entry, April 1, 2004
For More information call
1-888-804-7909 or visit www.quiltcapitalfestival.com
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The Guelph Civic Museum is participating in the 2004
Waterloo Region quilt festival with a small exhibit of
historic crazy quilts and would like to jazz things up
with a display of contemporary crazy quilt blocks
hung up the wall of staircase and on the landing.
Blocks must be no larger than 14” by 14” and must be
ready to hang. Drop off your block on April 19 & 20
at Guelph Civic Museum, 6 Dublin St. S Guelph.
Please include title, size, source of inspiration, replacement insurance value and your name and phone number. Contact: Kathleen Wall 836-1221 ext. 225. The
exhibit will run from May 1-June 27, 2004.
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Please make the following additions and changes
to your membership book.
New Members
Elisabeth Schramm, 42 Hillcrest Drive, Guelph
N1E 4W9 Phone: 822-4864
email: graym@golden.net
Shelly Palframan, 310 Edinburgh Rd. S., Guelph
N1G 2K4 Phone: 824-0768
email:spalframan@hotmail.com
Daphne McCullough, 15 Carter Road, RR 2,
Guelph N1H 6H8 Phone: 836-9893
email:mccull@sentex.net
Changes
Cynthia Gardiner

email: pinegill@bserv.com

Anne Ruhl

phone: 519-924-2087

#

The next RCQG Executive meeting will be held
Tuesday, March 16, 2004, at the Co-operators Building on Macdonnell Street. We will start promptly at 7
pm and finish at 9:30. Please review your February
minutes prior to the meeting.

Cindy Schwan (836-5319) realschwans@yahoo.ca

Deadline for the next newsletter is March 9, 2004.
Thank you for your contributions.
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